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THIS CAN BE YOUR DAY 

 

A positive attitude will keep your boat afloat.… A negative one will sink it. 

 

Does it seem that life’s getting more complicated and its demands greater than ever 

before?  I used to work as a service advisor in an auto repair center and had learned through 

experience that no one took pleasure in, or enjoyed spending valuable time and money, getting 

his or her car fixed.  Knowing this, I tried to be as kind and as sympathetic as possible. 

 

One day while I was billing out a customer, someone with a brief question interrupted the 

process.  The first customer did not take kindly to my diverting my full attention from him and 

did not hesitate to let me know about.  He began by calling me dirty names, and at one point 

even threatening me with bodily harm.   

 

Others at the counter couldn’t believe this guy; they felt I had every right to throw him 

out or at least invite him into the parking lot to settle the issue.  That, however, was just not an 

option for me … why?  Because this was my day, and it belonged to me. 

 

I could have responded in a number of ways, but I was determined not to let this guy ruin 

my day.  I graciously turned to him and said, “You know, sir, you’re right; you’re the customer 

and I apologize.”   

 

The customers at the counter could not believe I let this guy slide.  To be honest, I 

surprised myself because not long ago I would have jumped all over him.  Over the years, 

however, I have learned that it’s just not worth fretting over what people think.   

 

It’s not worth fussing about what they say, or fuming over what they do … or don’t do.  

It’s not about what happens in life; it’s about how we respond to life! That day I won the battle 

because I responded properly.  

 

Today, make a purposeful decision that no matter what happens, you won’t allow anyone 

or anything to take away your peace, joy, or happiness.  The day is yours… have fun and don’t 

let anybody ruin it!  –“And do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the 

renewing of your mind …” (Rom. 12:2). 

 

 

STEP ELEVEN: IT’S ALWAYS YOUR DECISION. 



 MISSION STATEMENT 

 

Each and every one of us has been given the gift of hope, which allows us to look forward 

toward the future with bright optimism.  We have been given a measure of faith that believes in 

the impossible becoming the possible.   

 

We all have been created to accept others for who they are, and with the right to be 

accepted for who we are. We have all received the capacity to love and to be loved without 

limits.  Most importantly, we have been given the ability to make responsible and right choices. 

What happens in life happens, and although we may or may not have control over those 

circumstances, we always have a choice on how we will respond to them.   

 

When we started in ministry, we made a choice, a decision, on how we would respond 

regardless of any favorable or unfavorable situations that came our way, by developing a mission 

statement.  I don’t know of a successful company that doesn’t have a brief statement of what its 

intent and purpose is: “Always the lowest price … Always.”  “The customer is always right.”  

“Expect more, pay less.”  These statements become one’s guiding force, one’s bottom line, and 

the foundation upon which everything else is based.   

 

We should all have a mission statement; at Joy In Life, it is “To walk in the will of the 

Father in whatever direction He leads, no matter what the circumstances.  Praying for 

knowledge, wisdom, and faith.  Dedicating each day to His service for His glory.”  That’s our 

bottom line and our anchor in the storm.  If we stick to our mission statement, we will be able to 

resist adversity, endure hardships, and overcome every obstacle that may come our way.  A great 

place to start!  “You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your soul, and 

with all your mind, and you should love your neighbor as yourself” (Matt. 22:37–39). 

 

What’s your mission statement? 

 

STEP ELEVEN: IT’S ALWAYS YOUR DECISION. 

 

 
Your Guide to Genuine Joy & True Happiness is a process that requires faith in God and 

sincere effort on your part. Get to know God better because what He wants above anything else 

is intimacy with you. You are His prized possession.  Our job is to let you know how much God 

loves you. We would really appreciate your comments and prayer requests.  

Much Joy in Life 
 Alex Tumparov 

 14837 North 129
th 
Dr. 

El Mirage, AZ 85335     

 623-476-8603 

 emilsboy@hotmail.com 

 www.joyinlifeministries.com 

Joy In Life “Your Guide To Genuine Joy & True Happiness” can be ordered 

through your local bookseller, preferred on-line retailer or on our website.   

Better yet receive a personalized copy directly through us with your gift of any 

size...your gifts are tax deductible.  


